FOR RADIO, TELEVISION
AND NEWSPAPER ADVERTISMENT

PSA/audience building phone link interview available

SPECIAL NOTE TO THE STATION:
Charles Massegee could be available for a phone link live interview or for taping if your format necessitates for re-broadcast. Call us if desired -- ____________________________
Put local phone # for contact person at church

Please alternate during Community Bulletin Board time segments or other PSA availability.

PSA - #1

EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE, FROM DALLAS, TEXAS WILL BE IN __________________ TO CONDUCT AN NEW FASHIONED REVIVAL FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AT THE ________________________________ CHURCH EACH EVENING AT ______ P.M. COME EXPECTING A MIRACLE.

CHARLES MASSEGEE WAS AN ALL-STATE AND ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL STAR. HE IS MARRIED TO BEVERLY OLIVER, A FORMER MOVIE ACTRESS AND ENTERTAINER. A MOVIE WAS MADE OF THEIR LIFE STORY IN WHICH CHARLES AND BEVERLY PLAYED THEMSELVES.

REV. ___________________ ENCOURAGES YOU TO COME AND HEAR EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE NIGHTLY AT _____ P.M. THE DATES ARE _________________________ AND THE PLACE IS THE ________________________________ CHURCH OF ____________________.

THE INSPIRATIONAL MUSIC PROGRAM WILL BE UNDER THE DIRECTION OF BEVERLY MASSEGEE.

THE PUBLIC IS WELCOME.

PSA #2

EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE, FROM DALLAS TEXAS WILL BE IN __________________ TO CONDUCT AN NEW FASHIONED REVIVAL FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AT ________________________________ CHURCH EACH EVENING AT ______ P.M. THE HURTING, DEPRESSED, BEATEN DOWN AND DISCOURAGED WILL FIND SOME REAL ANSWERS. COME EXPECTING A MIRACLE.

REV. ___________________ ENCOURAGES YOU TO COME AND HEAR EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE NIGHTLY AT _____ P.M. THE DATES ARE _____________________ AND THE PLACE IS THE ________________________________ CHURCH OF ____________________.

THE INSPIRATIONAL MUSIC PROGRAM WILL BE UNDER THE DIRECTION OF BEVERLY MASSEGEE.

THE PUBLIC IS WELCOME.

PSA announcements continued on page 2--
PSA #3

EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE OF DALLAS, TEXAS WILL BE IN __________ TO CONDUCT AN NEW FASHIONED REVIVAL FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AT THE ________________ CHURCH EACH EVENING AT _____ P.M. COME EXPECTING A MIRICLE.

THERE IS HOPE! THERE IS MERCY! THERE IS GRACE! THERE IS LOVE! RESTORATION CAN BE EXPERIENCED, JOY RESTORED AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE IGNITED.

REV. ______________ INVITES YOU TO COME AND HEAR EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE NIGHTLY AT _____ P.M. THE DATES ARE ________________ AND THE PLACE IS THE ________________ CHURCH OF ________________. THE MUSIC PROGRAM WILL BE UNDER THE DIRECTION OF BEVERLY MASSEGEE.

THE PUBLIC IS WELCOME.

PSA #4

EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE OF DALLAS, TEXAS WILL BE IN __________ TO CONDUCT AN NEW FASHIONED REVIVAL FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AT THE ________________ CHURCH EACH EVENING AT _____ P.M. COME AND EXPECTING A MIRICLE.

CHARLES MASSEGEE IS AN INTERNATIONAL EVANGELIST WHO HAS WRITTEN SEVERAL BOOKS. HE HAS A MESSAGE OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, ACCEPTANCE AND FORGIVENESS FOR ALL PEOPLE.

REV. ______________ INVITES YOU TO COME AND HEAR EVANGELIST CHARLES MASSEGEE NIGHTLY AT _____ P.M. THE DATES ARE ________________ AND THE PLACE IS THE ________________ CHURCH OF ________________. THE MUSIC PROGRAM WILL BE UNDER THE DIRECTION OF BEVERLY MASSEGEE.

THE PUBLIC IS WELCOME.

Thank you in advance for any airplay that you can provide.

IN ADDITION TO THESE 30 SECOND SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR RADIO and/or TELEVISION THEY WOULD ALSO MAKE RELEASES FOR THE NEWSPAPER.